
2021 Viognier
Columbia Valley

Every once in a while, I get that "I can't believe we made this" feeling from a wine. As I sat 
in the backyard of our house enjoying the fantastic Seattle weekend, my first thought was, 
"Wow, this wine just got serious." I have always loved our Viognier. I don't, however, always 
love Viognier.  Too many producers bottle Viognier as a cloying, oaky, Toucan Sam fruit 
bomb that is tough to choke down on a summer day.  We have always sought the opposite - 
acid-driven, fresh citrus, and tree fruit, with low alcohol. Thirst-quenching on the beach or 
the boat. 
 
Our Viognier reminds me of my first trip to the Rhône Valley. I've explained this story be-
fore, but I somehow managed to secure an appointment at Rostaing, my absolute model for 
Syrah anywhere. As Rene Rostaing led us through the tasting of his incredible Syrahs, not 
that I heard anything he actually said as I was completely starstruck, he completed the tasting 
with the estate's most recent Condrieu - La Bonette. This is a true unicorn wine - impos-
sible to source. I've only had it a few times.  But for me, it's the epitome of Viognier, falling 
somewhere between the aromatics of a great dry Riesling (no petrol) and the complexities of 
a restrained white Burgundy. Now, we aren't making anything close to that; our vineyard will 
need another 50 years or so of maturity. But as I sniffed the wine, memories of that tasting 
popped into my head.

This wine is perfectly in line with the balanced Viogniers we have crafted in the past using 
the cool sites of Antoine Creek near Lake Chelan and our Forgotten Hills Estate vineyard. It 
was fermented and aged for 8 months in 60% stainless steel for freshness. The other 40% in 
neutral oak, Sur Lie battonage, adding to the full texture.

Tasting Notes: The 2021 Viognier is beauTifully balanCed wiTh brighT aCid-
iTy and seamless TexTure. TropiCal aromas of pineapple, papaya and sTarfruiT 
iniTially dominaTe buT lead To a brighT Core of fresh piCked peaChes and pears 
wiTh a preTTy whiTe flower ComponenT adding lifT. long inTense finish wiTh 
flaVors of TropiCal fruiTs, as well as neCTarine and d’anjou pears.  
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Blend: 100% Viognier

Vineyard: anToine Creek & 
forgoTTen hills esTaTe

Aging: 8 monThs in 60% sTainless 
sTeel, 40% neuTral frenCh oak 

Alcohol: 13.5%

Winery Retail: 32

Case Production: 325 Cases

Drinking Window: now - 2025


